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1point tasks
1. Read the sentences below and decide how many times you must use the ing
form of the verbs.
1) I didn't mean upsetting / to upset you.
2) He was made to apologize/ apologizing.
3) The man admitted to steal / stealing the jewellery.
4) Remember to turn off/turning off the cooker before leaving.
5) I regret buying / to have bought this dress, it doesn't look nice on me.
6) It was nice of them to consider / considering the issue before the general
meeting.
7) My new job will mean to travel / travelling all over the world.
a) 3;
b) 4;
c) 5;
d) 6.
2. Choose the correct form of the word to complete the sentences.
We should always take other people's feelings into … .
a) consideratence; b) consideration; c) considerateness; d) consideratement.
3. Decode the particle using the pictures and fill in the gaps in the sentences.
1
3

1) I really get…….. with my brother.
2) My brother is getting ….. well at college.
3) Joe got ….. the train just as it was about to leave.
a) in; b) on;
c) onto; d) upon.
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4. If you are very tired after a workday, you may sleep like a ... .
a)
b)

c)

d)

5. What does the word 'bygones' mean in the following proverb?
Let bygones be bygones
a) those who left forever;
b) the quarrels of the past;
c) those who want to pass;
d) any issue in the future.
6. Which domestic animals are mentioned in the proverb?
Don't count your … before they hatch.
a) hens;
b) chickens;
c) geese;
d) ducks.
7. Which type of extreme weather conditions is described in the following
passage?
It is a mix of a great amount of snow and a tremendous amount of wind. It
occurs when high pressure systems interact with low pressure systems. It
must have the following features: 1) winds of at least 40 mph; 2) visibility of
less than 500 ft.; 3) wind chill of 15 degrees Fahrenheit; 4) this must last for
at least 4 hours.
a) hurricane;
b) tornado;
c) blizzard;
d) thunderstorm.
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8. Read the extract from the formal letter and identify its type.
I am including my CV which lists my educational background and work
experience. I am available for an interview at your earliest convenience.
a) letter of complaint;
b) letter of invitation;
c) letter of application;
d) letter to the editor.
9. Read the extract. Find the words that should not be in the text.
1. We have had been planning for a long time to go to
2. the funfair for a my brother's birthday, so on the big
3. day we all piled up into the car and set off. The traffic
4. was so many bad that day that it took us nearly two hours
5. to get there. Then we discovered that that half the people
6. in town had been had the same idea. The place was so packed
7. that you could no hardly move.
a) been, on, off, that, the, been, no;
b) have, a, up, many, that, been, no;
c) a, the, up, it, that, had, that;
d) have, a, up, that, that, had, no.
10. Find the word that is not correct in the following sentence.
Evidence from the archaeological sites of workmen's villages and stone cemetry
quarries shows the organization of the workforces involved, and this alone must
have taken careful planning and militarystyle coordination.
a) quarries;
b) cemetry;
c) evidence;
d) workmen's.
11. A man is calling to the Customs Service and while speaking to the customs
service manager, he said 'I think I've been overcharged for the past month'.
What does the client mean?
a) The manager issued the wrong bill.
b) The client has to pay much less money.
c) The manager is responsible for the change.
d) The client was misunderstood.
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12. Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.
Children ____________ to changing situation easily.
a) adopt;
b) adapt;
c) acquire;
d) adhere.
13. The fish in the picture is more cunning than the fisherman, it … .

a) is consistent in its actions;
b) is urban;
c) can outsmart him;
d) is his offspring.
14. Choose the appropriate item in the following sentences and choose the
option with the correct answers.
Ants and bees are both types/variations of insects, but they are different in terms/
case of the way humans look at them. Honey bees have been kept for thousands
of years for their honey, while ants have always been estimated/regarded as
nuisance, although they are known for their medicinal properties. Something
that ants and bees have alike/in common is the fact that they live in
communities/ colonies.
a) variations, in terms, estimated, in common, in communities;
b) types, in case, regarded, alike, in colonies;
c) types, in terms, regarded, in common, in colonies;
d) variations, in case, estimated, alike, in communities.
15. Who reigns in the UK today?
a) Queen Elizabeth I; b) Queen Elizabeth II;
c) Queen Victoria; d) Queen Mary.
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3point tasks
16. There is an English proverb, meaning "do things in the wrong order". Try
to guess the proverb itself.

a) Don't put the horseman before the horse.
b) Don't put the cart before the horse.
c) Don't put the horseman in the cart.
d) Don't put the horse after the cart.
17. One English idiom means "be on the point of remembering and saying
something". One part of the body is mentioned in this idiom. Which one?
a) mouth; b) tongue; c) brain; d) ear.
18. The US national symbol is … .
a)
b)

c)

d)
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19. Choose one word which is appropriate for the three sentences.
Like all great opera singers, Pavarotti has an imposing _____________.
She showed great _____________ of mind and led the children calmly
downstairs to safety.
There was a huge police __________ at the football match.
a) appearance; b) presence; c) type; d) observance.
20. Put the names of the musical instruments according to the pictures
numbers (1–5).
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

a) mouth organ, vibraphone, globular flute, conga drum, jazz trumpet;
b) vibraphone, conga drum, globular flute, jazz trumpet, mouth organ;
c) globular flute, vibraphone, conga drum, mouth organ, jazz trumpet;
d) globular flute, conga drum, jazz trumpet, vibraphone, mouth organ.
21. Sometimes describing a person, we may say that she/he is broadminded, shows
respect for the rights or opinions, or practices of others. Look at the pictures, decode
parts of the word synonymous to it, put the parts in the correct order to get the word
itself and choose the option that represents the correct sequence.
1, 2
4, 5
2

1
2
3
a) 2, 4, 3, 1; b) 1, 3, 2, 4; c) 3, 4, 1, 2; d) 4, 2, 1, 3.
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22. Canada's original inhabitants were … .
a) Eskimos and Chinese;
b) Indians and Chinese;
c) Japanese and Chinese;
d) Eskimos and Indians.
23. Among the flags find the national flag of New Zealand.
a)
b)

c)

d)

24. There are different kinds of calendars. Which is the national calendar of the
United Kingdom?
a) the Moon calendar;
b) the Roman calendar;
c) the Gregorian calendar;
d) the Julian calendar.
25. Read the following job description and match it with a profession.
They work with raw footage in postproduction to compile an end result that's
suitable for release. They'll often work closely with the director to ensure their
work is in line with the director's intentions. It's no simple task  crucial,
'invisible' aspects of film, such as comedic timing, pacing and suspense, are what
often elevate a production from good to outstanding quality and are the result of
sharp, seamless work. This may involve changing up the order of scenes or
removing some completely. They pay close attention to detail, bring creative flair
and a passion to the role, and have the patience and selfmotivation.
a) film producer;
b) film editor;
c) sound technician;
d) lighting technician.
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5point tasks
26. Which 'national' group is considered to be real Londoners out of all the
diverse population?
a) Jutes;
b) Saxons;
c) Cockneys;
d) Angles.
27. All school leavers take their final exams. Which of the following exams is
taken in Great Britain?
a) General Diploma of Secondary Education;
b) Overall Certificate of Comprehensive Training;
c) General Certificate of Secondary Education;
d) Overall Diploma of Secondary Training.
28. Which animal symbolizes the British monarchy?
a)
b)

c)

d)
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29. Who was the first president of the United States of America?
a)

b)

c)

d)
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30. Read the facts about one country. Guess which country this is.
1) It is the 7th largest country in the world and has over 3 million square
kilometers of land, but only 9.6% of their land is occupied by water.
2) The country has 28 states and 7 territories and is home to many different
cultures and ethnic groups.
3) It is estimated that over 850 languages are spoken there on a daily basis, and
that there are over 1600 languages in total that are known in the country.
4) The Bengal Tiger is its official national symbol.
5) The country is home to all of the major world religions. Every major world
religion is practiced in the country, bringing diversity.
6) There are six recognized weather seasons in the country: summer, fall, winter,
spring, summer monsoon, winter monsoon.
7) The game of chess was invented there. In ancient times, it was known as
Chaturanga.
a) New Zealand;
b) India;
c) Japan;
d) Australia.

